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Abstract
Very few parts of the world have legislation that prohibits the operation or the
promotion of contract cheating services. This means that commercial companies
providing such services can formally register and operate in most countries. If a
student enters into an agreement with a contract cheating provider, what rights do
they have to change their mind and what are the risks if they choose to do so? This
paper examines the question through legal, institutional and societal lenses, showing
that although a student has the consumer rights to withdraw from a contract with
an essay mill, they may also be putting their future at risk by doing so. Contract
cheating providers are now embedded within many institutions, using sharp
practices to connect with vulnerable customers, but are also perfectly placed to
blackmail students or threaten to report them to their institution if they ask to cancel
their order. The paper argues that, while not condoning the practice of contract
cheating, supportive processes need to be in place to help students at risk as part of
standard institutional duty of care. This must be backed up by institutional policy
that considers academic integrity as a core value for all.
Keywords: Contract cheating, Contract formation, Consumer rights, Student
behaviour, Educational institutional policies
Introduction
The contract cheating industry, those services that (offer to) supply essays and other
work for students to (mis) use during the assessment process, is proactive in encour-
aging students to cheat. Despite the unethical nature of this industry, at the time of
writing this paper, legislation prohibiting commercial contract cheating only applies in
New Zealand, Australia, Republic of Ireland and in several states within the USA
(Draper et al. 2017). Even where legislation exists, companies supplying work to stu-
dents can be based anywhere in the world (Draper and Newton 2017).
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Given that essay mills operate with apparent impunity in most jurisdictions, what are
the legal rights of students who initially choose to commission a bespoke assignment,
but then subsequently have second thoughts and change their mind? The right for stu-
dents to withdraw has not been previously discussed in the literature, but it is necessary
for student protection. The contract cheating industry is such that it preys on vulner-
able students, leaving them positioned to becoming victims of unfair or illegal actions.
Immediately someone makes an enquiry about using a third party to complete their as-
sessments, they become open to threats of exposure. Extortion threats that some of the
authors have encountered involve students who have not actually purchased anything
or not submitted the work provided.
A student may be unaware of consequences such as these when they are seduced by
contract cheating provider marketing or may later realise the benefits that come from
operating with academic integrity. Can such students withdraw from the contract they
have made with a contract cheating provider and what are the risks if they decide to do
so?
Essay mills are defined by the UK Quality Assurance Agency as organisations or indi-
viduals, usually with an online presence, that contract with students to complete assign-
ments for a fee (QAA 2020). The original definition of contract cheating, put forward
by Clarke and Lancaster (2006) refers to “the submission of work by students for aca-
demic credit which the students have paid contractors to write for them”. Despite the
original paper describing contract cheating examples of varied assessment types, most
notably computer programming, some subsequent researchers have equated the term
solely with written assessments. Commentators, such as Bretag et al. (2018) have sup-
ported Clarke and Lancaster’s (2006) original discussion by suggesting that contract
cheating needs to be considered as a nuanced problem that extends beyond essay mills.
One such nuance asks when contract cheating begins. If a student puts forward a re-
quest to outsource their assessments, is this cheating? If they commission and receive
work but do not submit it, have they contract cheated? Other terms are sometimes
used synonymously with contract cheating, including assignment outsourcing, commis-
sioning, also essay mills and ghost-writing, all depending if the discussion relates to the
student or the contract cheating provider. There are also wider concerns such as facili-
tation, where students act as agents for contract cheating providers, helping to funnel
more business their way in exchange for a financial reward or a discount on future as-
signment orders.
Contract cheating is arguably more serious than other forms of academic misconduct
because there is no honest engagement or endeavour on the part of students who en-
gage in such activities. Students who plagiarise or collude with other students also pre-
paring assignments need to know enough about the subject in question in order to
plagiarise or compile relevant material. By contrast, all contract cheating students need
to know is how to share their assignment briefs and arrange any payments. All agents
and facilitators need to know is how to put people in contact with each other or to sim-
ply forward contact details (Draper et al. 2017).
Students can have original essays and assignments produced for them without pay-
ment, for instance by relying on friends or family. They can also make arrangements
with individual writers. Underground networks of writers operate in many university
courses where students can ask another classmate or recent graduate to write an extra
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version of an assignment for them (Lancaster et al. 2019). Students also directly ap-
proach individual writers operating online through their own websites, social media
and third-party sites (Lancaster 2019a, 2019b).
The focus of this paper is on services arranged through commercial providers which
allow students to have assignments completed for them. The paper reviews how essay
mills operate, discusses how students form contracts with essay mills, students’ legal
rights to withdraw from contracts and how institutions should respond whilst still re-
specting their duty of care to students. Sharp practices operated by contract cheating
providers are explained throughout. The intention of the paper is to not only provide
examples to share with students, discouraging them from engaging with the contract
cheating industry, but also to ensure that institutions update their academic regula-
tions, policies and procedures to respond to the growing complexity of contract cheat-
ing and the possible responses of academic institutions if a student wishes to terminate
an agreement with an essay mill.
Background
The contract cheating industry
To understand the legal discussion presented in this paper, an understanding of how
the contract cheating industry operates is important. Although research into the oper-
ation of the industry is still in its infancy, all indications are that this industry is
massive, complex and deceptive (Crockett and Maxwell 2021; Rigby et al. 2015). This
section discusses the operation of the essay mill industry, from the range of types of
essay mills available, addressing how they recruit and develop new customers, through
the production and submission of finished original essays.
This section provides only a high-level overview and the actual operation of essay
mills can be much more complex. For example, a new contract cheating provider can
buy off-the-shelf software to run their essay mill and, for a price, tap into existing net-
works of writers and quality assurance services without needing to set up this complex
business operation for themselves.
Ultimately, it has to be remembered that the raison d’etre of essay mills is to make as
much money as possible. It is not about the welfare of the customers, despite what the
web sites and marketing materials may claim. This is an industry where providers will
exploit any angle to persuade their customers to pay them more money. For example,
essay mill employees may join a student suspected of academic misconduct at their
University panel or write a letter of reply to an allegation of misconduct – for a sub-
stantial fee. All this often takes place beyond the reach of any national legislation.
The spectrum of contract cheating providers
At one end of the spectrum, contract cheating can involve well-established registered
companies, some of which are operating as legitimate and very lucrative businesses. As
discussed earlier, in very few administrations are these companies illegal. Such compan-
ies are responding to an acknowledged strong demand for a range of services and are
able to make a lot of money.
At the other end of the spectrum are individuals, typically students, graduates, aca-
demics, and some falsely claiming to be qualified, who are directly or indirectly
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supplying work on demand for both students and academics. The recompense is nor-
mally financial, but there can be alternative rewards for small-time players, including
sexual and other favours. In some cultures, pressures about loyalty to family or social
contacts can place demands on individuals that compel them to become ghost-writers
(Glendinning 2020).
In the middle of this continuum are ghost-writing individuals and fledgling essay
mills, who may be going through agents to find work or bidding for work through auc-
tion sites. Most ghost-writers and the intermediaries justify their actions by saying this
is their way of making a living or supplementing their other income, as discussed for
example by Shahghasemi and Akhavan (2015).
How contract cheating providers develop custom
How contract cheating providers develop connections with potential customers is of
interest. The methods used are varied and can appear innovative. Services optimise
their sites to appeal to students based on academic discipline or location, often with
the same essay mill operating with different front ends (Lancaster 2020). For example,
a student who searches online for “nursing essay help” could be directed to an essay
mill shop-front containing photos of smiling nurses, and a student searching for “law
essay help” could be sent to an essay mill shop-front with photos of graduating lawyers,
but behind the fronts these are operated by the same firms relying on the same groups
of writers.
Social media is heavily used by contract cheating providers (Lancaster 2019b) with
students posting even the slightest frustration with their essays on Twitter being regu-
larly approached by companies offering these writing services (Amigud 2020). Often a
commission payment is available to anyone referring business to an essay mill and job
advertisements are posted by established mills to recruit recent graduates to go back to
their campuses, infiltrate key events such as student association meetings and so-
cial events and recruit both customers and new agents. This can result in students
working as agents or social media influencers, fake essay mill review sites that operate
by collecting commission payments for introducing new custom to essay mills and even
essay mills setting up fake student profiles to present themselves as a supportive envir-
onment for dissatisfied students.
Once a student has contacted or been referred to an essay mill, many more market-
ing techniques are used to ensure that students buy from them. Essay mills try to col-
lect student email addresses by offering discounts. They use online chat to engage with
students. Ritter (2005) noted how essay mills use language preying on students being
dissatisfied with their courses to sell their services to them. Essay mills often present
what they are doing as (‘tutorial’) support. Hersey and Lancaster (2015) discussed how
some students consider assignments simply as commodities available to be bought and
sold, and essay mills also rely on such student viewpoints.
The operation of a typical essay mill
Behind the scenes, many essay mills operate using a complex, software-driven writing
and quality assurance process. Essay mills recruit writers, often using similar techniques
to the ones they use to recruit students. In general, writing work is poorly paid with
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only a small percentage of the fee paid by a student going to the end-writer (Lancaster
2019a).
One example of an internal model used by essay mills has been described in the lit-
erature (Ellis et al. 2018). A variant is presented here. Received orders are first checked
by an administrator to ensure they are legitimate and can be completed. Some orders
are rejected, but those that pass scrutiny are made available to writers. This often uses
a bidding process, where writers pitch against one another to write the essay, a process
similar to that seen in the earliest contract cheating study (Clarke and Lancaster 2006).
Once completed, further internal quality checks are made, which may include the use
of automated tools to ensure plagiarism is avoided or disguised. Writers can be pena-
lised if their work is of poor quality. Once internally approved, the work is made avail-
able to the student, who either accepts it, or returns it for revisions through a back-
and-forth process. If a student remains dissatisfied, they may raise their concerns with
higher levels of essay mill management through a dispute process.
Even if a student accepts work from an essay mill, the end result is not risk free. The
essay mill has the student’s contact details and can continue to market to them. Stu-
dents can be required to continue to buy or they risk being blackmailed, an area which
most students appear unaware of (Yorke et al. 2020). Writers disgruntled with the essay
mill they work for can often figure out student contact details and their institution and
may try and extort money from them directly or inform the educational institution of
their impropriety. Also, once a student submits commissioned work via text-matching
software, they become potentially identifiable by the company they used, whatever
the precautions they had taken up to that point.
The legal grounds for students changing their mind
Contract formation
The first question to be addressed asks when a student commissions academic work,
does a legally binding commitment or contract of purchase form? This is not a trivial
question. An analysis of the behaviours and wider contractual relationships involved in
contract cheating was undertaken by Draper et al. (2017).
Irrespective of jurisdiction, formation of a legally binding contract normally requires
an offer to contract, an unqualified acceptance of that offer and its terms without vari-
ation, with the acceptance being communicated to the person making the offer with an
intention to create or enter into a legal relationship with the parties to the contract
having legal capacity, including by age and mental capacity.
In major European jurisdictions the existence of an agreement is usually demon-
strated by the identification of at least an offer and acceptance (Jansen and Zimmer-
mann 2011: 636–637). This is also the case in Australia. Some jurisdictions, such as
England and Wales, also require the movement of consideration or benefit between the
parties for a legally enforceable contract to be created, the usual example being the pay-
ment of money in return for the service or goods supplied. In such circumstances the
student receives the completed assignment and the essay mill receives money by way of
consideration.
The precise terms of the contract will depend upon the terms and conditions speci-
fied by the supplier and any other terms implied to make the contract work. Some
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jurisdictions, particularly in the counties identified above, intervene in the freedom
to contract through the imposition of implied or imposed contractual terms to
protect individuals contracting in a personal capacity, typically known as a con-
sumer, as opposed to contracting in a business capacity. However, while the trans-
action may be made from the student’s end in a country with consumer
protection, due to the nature and operation of essay mill sites, these rights can be
compromised when the transaction occurs across international borders (Durovic
2020).
Intervention is needed because contracts made by a business with an individual act-
ing in a personal capacity, known as consumer contracts, usually have the following
specific characteristics:
1. They are pre-drafted by one party as a standard form contract. Normally this
means they are drafted by the essay mill rather than the student.
2. The express terms of the contract, usually referred to as the standard terms and
conditions, are not usually subject to negotiation. This means that a consumer
such as a student must usually accept the pre-drafted terms and conditions as they
are if they want to obtain the desired service such as the supply of the essay.
3. They are entered into in circumstances in which neither party is known to the
other with unequal bargaining power and commercial sophistication. A student is
at a significant disadvantage in understanding the terms of the contract compared
with the essay mill that drafted them, and is bound by the terms of the contract of
supply, even if they have not read or understood them, provided there is
reasonable notice of and a reasonable opportunity to read the terms and conditions
before the contract is made.
When a student is given reasonable notice of and a reasonable opportunity to
read the terms and conditions of the proposed contract before clicking ‘I agree to
the terms and conditions’ or ‘I accept the terms and conditions’ a binding and en-
forceable contract will be made on those terms at some point in the ordering
process when there is a clear offer and acceptance of the terms of the contract.
Further, when a contract is made with a consumer, further additional implied or im-
posed contractual terms and protections for the benefit of the consumer may apply.
These depend on the country or the legal jurisdiction in which the contract is made or
the law which applies to the contract usually by an express term known as a governing
law clause.
Durovic (2020, 5) notes that “consumer law and policy is faced with two major chal-
lenges, which need to be addressed adequately on the global scale. The first one is an in-
creasing number of cross-border transactions, whereas the second one is the rise of
Internet as the leading global marketplace and the entire technological developments
which have disrupted the traditional consumer law”.
As essay mills tend to operate across national boundaries it is crucial that an essay
mill states, in an express term of the contract, the law and jurisdiction which is to apply
to the contract having regard to its legal interpretation and enforcement, in terms of
governing law and/or jurisdiction clause. However, many essay mills do not provide
this.
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The lack of express terms may not, in itself, prevent a national court from asserting
jurisdiction if their consumer(s) are at risk. As Durovic (2020) notes, there are inter-
national conventions dealing with governing law, and consumer rights and permissible
use of personal information gathered in online environments.
Express terms which are relevant to this paper are those requiring the payment of a
deposit on order, the cancellation of a contract and those allowing for personal infor-
mation to be taken and used in addition to a name and contact details. For example,
the student may be required to provide the name of the institution at which they are
studying, student number and photographic identification, none of which immediately
appear relevant to the subject matter of the contract.
Contractual tricks
Many of the tactics used by essay mills could be considered unfair. They know that
consumers, including students, do not usually read the terms and conditions of the
contract before clicking and will not therefore know in any detail what they have
agreed or indeed what their rights or obligations maybe under the terms of the contract
beyond a superficial understanding that payment at some point will be required for the
work (Rogerson 2017). For example, Berreby (2020) reported in The Guardian news-
paper that hundreds of College students joining a new social network did not notice a
clause where they promised to give away their first-born children.
The collection and use of other types of personal information and data beyond name
and Institution etc. as a result of online contracts are a current concern. For example,
the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (2019) observed a range of
practices used by platforms that did not conform with existing consumer laws, but
nevertheless may not be effective at deterring conduct that is detrimental to consumers.
Given the increasing value of data, some businesses engage in conduct designed to
elicit data or information the collection of which may be considered unfair to
consumers.
These design patterns have become known as ‘dark patterns’ because they prompt,
mislead or sometimes force consumers to provide their personal data or cause them to
sign up to services, often without the consumer realising (Bignull 2010). Dark patterns
take advantage of skim reading of text and other unconscious habits through familiarity
with user interfaces to procure either money or data from consumers, often without
their fully informed consent (ibid). At their most benign dark patterns nudge the be-
haviour of consumers to a desired outcome in which the consumer unconsciously pro-
vides personal data or agree to its use by the business. These patterns can have
significant impact on unsophisticated students as the next section discusses.
When does contract acceptance take place?
After placing an order for work a student may change their mind and seek to cancel
the order. As a matter of general contract law, a student may withdraw their offer with-
out liability at any time before the contract is formed by acceptance of the order by the
essay mill. Depending on the terms and conditions, the offer made by the student may
be accepted so that an enforceable contract arises as soon as the order is processed, or
when the payment or deposit is taken, or upon dispatch of the essay to the student.
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However as noted above while a legal contract may exist it does not necessarily follow
that it will be enforceable across international borders and this point should be borne
in mind when considering the analysis that follows – particularly when there are un-
scrupulous operators in this area.
A legal analysis of the typical order process discussed in the background section
would conclude that acceptance likely occurs when the order status is made available
to writers within an essay mill or upon the status of the order being made available to
the student for review. The precise moment of the creation of an enforceable contract
will depend in the main upon the terms and conditions of supply. Options to revise or
embark on dispute resolution are likely to be interpreted as express contractual rights
which operate after the formation of the contract.
Thus, a student would be legally entitled to withdraw their offer to purchase work
and without liability, because there is no contract, before the change in status of the
order. After change in status of the order it is possible that the contract contains an ex-
press term allowing for cancellation subject usually to loss of any deposit or some other
sum which genuinely represents the loss suffered by the essay mill, for example pay-
ments made to a writer. In such circumstances it is important that a student follow the
terms of cancellation precisely in order to legally terminate the contract and limit the
loss under the contract.
Without an express term allowing for termination of the contract, for example after a
change in the status of the order to ‘available’, any attempt by one party to cancel a
contract before performance of that contract will usually amount to a repudiatory
breach of contract entitling the innocent party to damages in respect of any loss suf-
fered if and when that breach is accepted. From the point of view of an essay mill that
will usually be payments contracted to be made to a writer for their work and other ad-
ministration costs.
Consumer contracts will usually have implied rights of cancellation attached to them
by legislation and/or regulations. In England and Wales this will mean the Consumer
Rights Act 2015 and the Consumer Contracts (Information, Cancellation and Add-
itional Charges) Regulations 2013.
Information about the rights of a consumer to cancel a contract should be detailed
by the supplier and made available to the consumer before the contract is made. Failure
to provide the information to a consumer as required by the regulations will allow a
consumer to claim that a breach of contract has occurred and to seek an appropriate
remedy. However as noted above these rights and protections may not be available or
enforceable in a cross-border context.
Consumer protection and rights of cancellation
In England and Wales as the contract between the essay mill and student will normally
be concluded remotely, namely online, a student’s rights to cancel the contract are to
be found in the Consumer Contracts (Information, Cancellation and Additional
Charges) Regulations 2013. These are more generous than if the contract had been
concluded face-to face. These regulations also apply to all auctions including online
auctions. Online auctions result in contracts created at a distance rather than face to
face.
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As considered earlier the formation of a contract requires an offer and acceptance of
that offer. It is likely that the website of an essay mill is treated in the same way as a
shop window. The website is not an offer of a service or goods, but an invitation to
treat, or in other words an invitation to another to make an offer to buy or order on
stated terms and conditions. A student placing an order online is making an offer to
buy an essay and not to accept the offer of the essay mill to supply an essay.
Depending on the terms and conditions the offer made by the student may be ac-
cepted so that an enforceable contract arises as soon as the order is processed or made
‘available’ or the deposit is taken or upon dispatch of the essay to the student as dis-
cussed above. As a matter of general contract law, a student may withdraw their offer
without liability at any time before the contract is formed by acceptance. Once the con-
tract is formed then a student will have statutory rights of cancellation without giving
any reason for cancellation within a specified time. These rights can only be excluded
in very limited circumstances which require the express and fully informed consent of
the consumer. This means that they cannot be excluded by standard terms and
conditions.
Rights of cancellation differ if the contract relates to goods or digital content or ser-
vices. Both allow for cancellation within a 14-day period but the calculation of that
period will be different if the contract relates to goods or digital content or services. If
the supply of an essay is treated as the supply of goods then under the regulations a
student has a right to cancel an order for an essay as soon as the order is placed up
until 14 days from the day after the student receives the essay with a right to a refund
within 14 days of either the supplier getting the goods back or the consumer providing
evidence of having returned the goods. If the supply of an essay is treated as the supply
of digital content, not supplied on a tangible medium or a service, then a student has
14 days starting from the day after the contract was made in which to cancel that con-
tract with a right to a refund of money paid.
The regulations do allow for service to be started within the cancellation period and
for a charge to be made providing that the consumer has expressly requested this. A
consumer loses their right to cancel a service contract that has been performed fully
within the cancellation period, providing they requested this and acknowledged that
they would lose their right to cancel once the contract had been performed fully. It is
likely that a contract for the supply of an essay will be treated as a contract for the sup-
ply of goods.
Additional rights are available under the UK Consumer Rights Act 2015 to reject a
product if not of satisfactory quality or fit for purpose. In the context of a paid for as-
signment this will be difficult to establish against assignment briefs as marking has a
degree of subjectivity. Essay mills seek to mitigate such problems through terms and
conditions allowing for rewriting or some other form of offer or compensation. Similar
consumer rights apply across Europe as the Act and Regulations are based on European
Directives.
As Sutherland-Smith and Dullaghan have observed (2019), purchasers of contract
cheating don’t always get what they pay for. Therefore, cancelation rights are a particu-
larly useful addition to any express dispute resolution provided by the terms and condi-
tions of the essay mill. Furthermore, a student may simply change their mind and
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cancel the order because of the risks attached to submission or their conscience gets
the better of them or because of an institutional campaign or peer pressure or support.
The danger for a student is that they may forget, or may not feel they have been told
at the outset when the contract is formed, that strict time limits normally apply to the
use of statutory cancellation rights. This can limit their ability to raise a dispute with
the essay mill.
In summary therefore, and subject to the point that rights and protections may not
be available or enforceable in a cross-border context, a student has a right:
1. To cancel the order at any time before it is accepted and a contract formed
2. To cancel the contract under express cancellation rights but normally at a financial
cost through loss of deposit or other recoverable loss
3. To cancel the contract under jurisdictional cancellation rights without financial
cost unless expressly excluded in the circumstances described above
Institutional responses to the student right to withdraw
Although the paper has established that students have the legal rights of cancellation, it
cannot be assumed that the essay mill will simply demur to the exercise of those rights.
Therefore, it is recommended that institutions have their own responses prepared ready
for when students wish to withdraw from contracts with essay mills.
Students do run the risk of blackmail and extortion if they proceed with a contract.
They may discover the risk, ask to withdraw from their contract, but have such a re-
quest declined or ignored. They may also have used a contract cheating provider previ-
ously, not realising they would be expected to continue to purchase future pieces of
work from them.
Universities should provide a mechanism for students to confess and to seek support.
Students should be encouraged to use this. Such a mechanism would also be a welcome
development for universities. Not only would it save considerable time and resources in
investigations and hearings, but there is potential for accessing new intelligence about
essay mills that would not otherwise have been found.
Sanctions to negate an unfair advantage are often unavoidable in such a situation.
Students cannot be seen to be rewarded for assessments they did not complete them-
selves. However, in return for their cooperation, students could perhaps be taken
through a less formal process, combined with a programme of support, guidance and
monitoring, to ensure they are not tempted to do this again (QAA 2020: 12–17). This
might include, for example, a situation in which a student who confesses shortly after
submitting a single commissioned assignment could be provided with the opportunity
to redeem themselves, for instance by repeating the work, subject to measures such as
grade caps designed to neutralise the potential for an unfair advantage.
In some cases, a light touch approach may not be possible. Consider, for example, a
situation involving a final-year degree student confessing to having routinely commis-
sioned over three or four (or more) years of study, with a progression dependent on
pre-requisites from one year to the next. In addition, there might be course-specific
regulations arising from professional institutional accreditation that over-ride more
general regulations.
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If a student does not confess, then they face serious and complicated risks. Put sim-
ply, once a student communicates with an essay mill, even if only making an enquiry,
then that essay mill has some version of their identity and contact details on a database
(possibly overseas) which is potentially available to other parties. Any commissioning
and payment would provide additional details, irrespective of any subsequent change of
mind. Even if a student manages to conceal their identity and their institution when
commissioning an assignment, once that assignment is submitted through similarity
checking software, then the student is potentially traceable. All a blackmailer needs to
do is submit the assignment to the same similarity checking software themselves, pos-
sibly via a facilitator’s account or an account that’s been compromised, see which insti-
tution is identified as the main result, and then go ‘phishing’ at that institution, possibly
with the assistance of a staff or student facilitator at that institution, Of course, if
they’ve already unsuccessfully tried to blackmail the student, they might simply ‘whis-
tle-blow’ to that institution with sufficient evidence to support the allegation. Essay
mills are not famous for their ethical principles: they are interested in making money.
A database of student details is a marketable commodity that could be traded to un-
scrupulous third parties, who themselves can engage in extortion.
Raising students’ awareness about these in-built dangers of engaging in contract
cheating is not just part of the deterrence measures for educational providers, it is also
part of their duty of care.
Conclusion
This paper serves to emphasise that a decision by a student to resort to contract cheat-
ing can be changed. That change of mind or heart is supported by the law and should
be reflected in institutional regulations and policies. The right of students to change
their mind is not a message that has been addressed in the literature or heard often in
conferences or within institutions; but, nevertheless, it is important and needs to be dis-
cussed with students.
It should be possible for a student to change their mind and do so in way that offers
them a degree of protection from the sharp and unscrupulous practices of essay mills,
as identified in this paper. To benefit from that protection the student must disclose to
the institution the arrangements they made with the essay mill. To do this will take a
significant amount of courage on the part of a student. It is therefore critical that insti-
tutional regulations and policies provide a framework to enable and support such a de-
cision, ideally with support from student organisations. In so doing, institutions need to
uphold the fundamental aim of fostering academic integrity as a core value for all.
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